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Ellsberg Lashes Out at Nixon
By RAYMOND A. POLICAR

"Since Richard Nixon has
, become President, more tonage
of bombs has been dropped on
Indochina than were dropped
i during World War II and the
Korean War combined. It has
• been over a Hiroshima a day for
three and one-half years."
These startling facts and
many others were told by Daniel
Ellsburg, the "liberator" of the
Pentagon Papers, when he
addressed a packed house of 1200
at the Conservatory, on Monday
night.
The controversial speaker is
presently under indictment on
fifteen counts of stealing and
mishandling
government
tj
property, conspiracy, to defraud
the government, and improperly
receiving and communicating
documents relating to the
^National defense. Ellsburg, in an
' exclusive Northern California
engagement, was presented by
The speaker stated that
the
Forum
on
National George McGovern is the only
Priorities, a student run and person to say exactly how he
student funded affiliate of would end the war in Indochina.
ASUOP.
He indicated that McGovern will
Ellsburg
revealed
that quickly end the war whereas
President Nixon has for the last Nixon will let the war go on as it
i three and one-half years, tried to has now for many years.
make the war in Indochina seem Therefore, he feels that the
"invisable," for how else could decision this November is
he hide a seemingly never- between peace and war. He also
ending, hopeless war. "If no stated that McGovern's chances
Americans die, most people are seriously harmed by the
regard it as peace," Ellsburg public's sentiment toward the
stated.
"Eagleton Affair."
He feels that the American
"The US has no valid reason
people do no realize what the to kill any .Vietnamese," he
"price tag" will be on the concluded. He feels that a
Vietnamese people in Nixon's landslide victory for Nixon would
way of ending the war. Ellsburg have a coat tails effect in
stated that over six million Congress and if McGovern can
people are either dead, wounded, close the gap, Congress will not
or made refugees in Indochina be seriously realigned.
since Nixon has become
In closing, he asked each one
President. The number of present to ask himself "How
1 casualties is more now than
much as an individual, do I care
about the people of Vietnam?"
under President Johnson.

Those that are accepted into
the CIP Program take regular
classes in a major, just as all
regular students
of
the
University. Presently, there are
180 CIP students, 50 freshmen,
and 130 transfer students.
Smallwood, in his first year
as Director, feels that there are
priorities which CIP should
follow. First of all, he feels that a
better interaction should be built
between CIP students and the
rest of the University population.
Secondly, he would like to
develop an academically sound
program for CIP students with
an emphases on quality.
Thirdly Smallwood would
also like to develop a placing

Cogan Reflects on
President's Goals
By Steve Smith

Almost all who heard
Presidn£t Stanley McCaffrey's
inaugural address last May were
struck with the innovative theme
of the President's oratory.
His stated intention to 1.
maintain quality
University
programs, 2. continue teacher
excellence, and 3. maintain the
independence of the University
to experiment, innovate, and
pursue the freedom of move
ment without governmental
regulation or restriction, met
with everyone's approval,
approval.
A type of pluralism was
espoused which would include
the entire community in the
educational
process.
The
administration has created the
University College (involving
students in the other colleges

Smith Assumes Position

The new Provost of Callison,
Reuben Smith, possesses dual
talents those of administrator
and teacher.
His innovative ideas on how to
teach make attending one of his
classes a worthwhile experience.
"I'm interested in getting
people to think outside of
themselves," remarked Provost
Smith.
Smith earned his A.B. and
M.A. degrees at UC Berkeley in
American History but after a
protracted stay in Lebanon,
switched his feild of interest to
Middle Eastern Studies. He
possesses a doctorate in this field
from Harvard University.
Viewing his position as
Provost, he sees it as temporary
and not to be held more than six
or seven years. He wants to be

CIP Continues Despite Cut-back
UOP's Community Involement Program (CIP) once again
will begin this year with a new
Director,
Wilbert
"Woody"
Smallwood.
CIP, now in its fourth year, is
designed primarily to provide
scholarships for economically
disadvantaged people from the
Stockton community. CIP also
provides student advising and
counseling, and offers a tutorial
program to all UOP students.
The average student that
comes into the CIP Program,
comes with the impression that
he will get his four year
education and then go back into
the Stockton community with a
certain amount of "exDertise"
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service for CIP students that are
graduating, hopefully to place
them into jobs here in Stockton
keeping them involved in the
community.
Smallwood's fourth priority
or goal is to develop a graduate
program so that those CIP
students who would like to go on
to get teaching credentials,
would have the opportunity to do
so at UOP.
Up to now, community
involvement has involved CIP
students being placed in
employment situations with
defferent
public
angencies.
Smallwood would like to develop
an extention of this and become

continued on page 10

"more than a mere person who
transmits" and to hold "a
position of leadership ajgi
influencing what goes on sG the
rest of the University."
The Callison commun#?y is
presently thinking over its' B.A.
program. Since the Indian
government has not given
permission for foreign study this
year, the substitute country is
Japan. Provost Smith and others
of the college are wondering if
this interim will give them the
chance to make changes in their
former Indian program.
One new idea is that two or
perhaps three programs be
offered. Smith emphasized that
there will be refreshing contrast
of knowledge for students who
visit various places.
"We never have been an
Indian studies college," the
Provost
points out. The
experience gathered from
differing cultures will help the
student to reevaluate his own
culture.
The entire liberal arts
program f of
Callison
is
coordinated around the meaning
of foreign study and as Smith
says,' 'each student should have a
personal confrontation with a
non-Western culture." Owing to
the contact, the Provost states
that "students will never view
their own culture the same. "The
particular country chosen for
study is not the issue.
Concerning
plans
for
Callison on the Stockton campus,
Smith says that he is not going to
rush into anything in the near
future. The coming and going of
four provosts in the past five

continued on page 10

under the University) and
increased late afternoon and
night classes as follow-ups to the
address.
COP
English
professor
Nathan Cogan, was asked to
comment on what is being
done to follow up the spirit of
McCaffrey's speech. Cogan has
helped sponser such ideas as
University
Without Walls
stressing
community
involement, and the Kohl pro
posal, which involves teaching
open learning concepts to
credential candidates at the
School of Education.
Cogan considered the ideas
in McCaffrey's speech to be a
"synthesis of
the major
developments
in
higher
education in the last five
years.Many of the ideas," he
goes on to say, "have been
reported in magazines on higher
education."
Cogan admits not knowing
what happened to the Open
Learning Institute proposed by
Herbert Kohl himself. Cogan
states the plan provided a golden
opportunity for an exchange of
$80,000 faculty staffing for
teaching credentials.
"It seems that programs are
used as political football and the
programs can be only as
effective as the faculty and
administration make them. In
some cases the faculty are to
blame," Cogan reports. He goes
on to say, "But basically the
administrators have just not
sought
the
professional
assistance of the faculty."
Cogan praises the system at
Raymond, having a program
without a major and gives
special praise to Mr. Turoff in the
Business
Department
for
involving his students in the
community. He lists the Kohl
proposal as only one example to
the University for banding both
administrators
and
faculty
together to meet the many
challenges still facing the
University.
President McCaffrey's ideas
for the University have been
partly met and it will be his
success in banding together
administration and faculty that
will decide whether McCaffrey's
words can be turned into action.
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INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL COURSES
I St udy a broad this winter and let the world show you
i what it is all about. Absorb.a part of life through one
of the International Travel Courses offered to the
I students of the University of the Pacific. Visit
i picturesque parts of Europe, the Exotic Orient; live
a South American experience, or see the contrast of
i past and present in Africa. This is an opportunity to
I participate in a live study of the human interaction
i processes with a meanigful interchange between
persons of different cultural backgrounds.

«TIJDIES OF URBAN BLACK AFRICA
MaVk Ealey, Lawrence Carter
View first hand a selected group of people within tl
the purpose of comparing and contrasting views
living conditions. Look at the process of urbaniza
now occurring and make conclusions that will aid
in his general prospectives of the Black Africican^
their relationship to the United States. Import
regard will be opinions and values of the Black Afric
toward the American Blacks, in paritcular, and the
people in general.
Itinerary: Primarily western Black Africa

•|i»!

ARI HISTORY David Burke - Raymond College (209- 9462102)
Take in the more interesting art museums and more
with rnnPPrtPar-Sh0f Europe' ExPand your aesthtic appetite
with concerts, sightseeing and European cuisine.

EUROPEAN SCHOOLS AND TEACHERS
w* 11
C L* /\ /\ 1 off Education
L /Ii • o 11 vi (209/ nnn 946- 2551
William
Bacon - School
Designed for education majors, this course will
cnnnH several
cn\;prul days
Have in
ir» schools
1 in
nni
opportunity fr»
to spend
Holland an Bavaria. Each student will be the e
European teacher and will stay at his or her hom<
Itinerary: Paris, London, Reading, The Hague, M
Strassbourg.
>

cities and ,owns The
wrx' "wHI^xami^H "h.8""*
urban problem* h .' )an 8e°graphy of the London area,
field workS,S ,and "-asportations; there will be
Towns San^taTetvSSS
(Itinerary: Paris, London, and the London Area

L°nd°n'

Zurich'

St'

Morl".

Geneva,

EUROPEAN PERFORMANCE TOUR
|y aha & Mai k Wardrip-Drama Department (209-496-2116)

UniVerSUy and theatrical
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POLITICAL ECONOMY OF THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITY
Tapan Mukerjae - Department of Economics (20
?uC°^rse offers seminars, lectures, and discuss
at the different centers of the E.E.C., and the Ur
Some of the topics to be included are The Economi
Customs Union, U.S. Relations with the E
replications of the British entry into the Commoi
inerary. Paris, Bonn, Brussels, and London

I Germany U Anuir!?rf0rm/h0rt PlayS in various cities of
Approximately 20 performances'in m'o 15 citfe^Students^6
selected by means of open tryouts. Therewil b?mSfis^S
of SSouTeign

m

LE FRANCAIS, UNE NOUVELLE METHODE
Robert Kreiter - Department of Modern Language1
2292)
An intensive language course with France, rather'th
as a text. Activities will include walking tours of vari
of the city, visits to museums, public buildings,
cinemas, labor and political meetings, schools, etc. 1
be a chartered bus to visit the monuments and citie
provinces to see the people an their accomplishme
and present.
Itinerary: Paris, Rouen, Caen, Mt. St. Michel, Tours,
Vezelay, Fontainebleau

< ON IEMPORARY EUROPEAN PSYCHOLOGIES
i ving Boy - Department of Psychology (209- 465- 3731)
Become familiar with some of the leading centers of Western
European psychological thought by means of field visits For
example Tavistock Clinic (forerunner techiof^ encounte?
g oups and sensitivity training movements), the University of
London, the Carl Jung Institute.
universityoi
Part'-

t~i .. —

I / ^ OIK liv V*

CITY PLANNING IN ENGALND
Roger Barnett - Department of Geology & Geography (209- 946-

Charnonix

•

Sro"P^ic^he course

Itinerary. Germany, Austria, and possibly Eastern Europe

SPAIN
Robert Dash
2292)

(i?n LEnN S0CIALISM & CHRISTIAN

REVOLUTIONARIES
^ames Conway - Department of Religious Studies (209- 946-

Department of Modern Languag

tnD^pC°nvSe <ronsists °t three options: An in-dept
manner tnVth' P°etry> °r pIays> related in 50
Spanish frnm l8e°grapllic locations visited; livi
Spain- nr n"1
time of arrival to the time of dep
a Posit'on paper prior t
and ohserf-Paratdon
! Itinerary: Santiago de Chile

destroy theSSen"™8 'he '°Ur'

SevhLalanPsaaiSastfaanrCel0na-

COMMUNICATION: EAST & WEST
Halvor Hasen - Department of Communieatlon Arts (209- 946-

FWZiLlAN WORKSHOP

Discover the mysterious Orient! A tour which provides an
P~,neThersmedv'ir
iuteretnftion
study o
processes. The study tour will visit three of the maior
countries and settlements of the Far East Communicative
systems will be observed in Kubuki theater cTnese an
treasures and the Cantonese Opera.

An aMlysfe'of Brar!Z " C°Ve" C°"ege <2°9"**
today through a series of
workshops Th
0
1
several Univer^it? " ^ °f January will be spent
have studied Portugese™^ *S giVe" l°^*
Itinerary: Brazil

Attend a special preview meeting of
all the winter term international
W7 ™UrSeS °" Thursday, October
5 at 7.30 pm in The Gold Room
Arranged by ; T0Ur and
—^®P![olJ| l a l l _ S u i t e

Pa""a d<! *

For a more corriDlpt
Please refer to the ^fx.planation of the Study Tot
International Travel p1" Term' i973 Catalogue
contacttheinstructora wUrses". The deadline
d submit deposit is Octob
' ^972Tr«„

. .

300 Sacramento"'6"1

, n t

*
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Sexuality A w a r e n e s s

FOCAS
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Model United Nations

Pacific Plans Conference

Holds Workshop

thecj.
FOCAS, the Forum on
iVai Contraceptive Awareness and
Sexuality, will be sponsoring a
;ajj
j .."iji workshop at the Anderson Y on
.'^.Tuesday, Oct. 3, from 8 - 10:30
%'pm.
7a0t ^
FOCAS is a group of people
icanji whose aim is to educate the
le^1;community in the areas of basic
' human sexuality, birth control
methods, pregnancy, venereal
disease, and abortion. By visiting
local junior highs, high schools,
and youth groups in the past,
FOCAS has approached its goal.
58)
Anyone
interested
in
affjdearning more about FOCAS
q j activities or in joining this group
„ < is urged to attend the workshop.
' Current Focas members will be
' available to answer any
^[questions.
The workshop will include
several activities. Rap sessions
on various aspects of sexuality
will be facilitated by trained

By Sally Van Dyke

FOCAS
speakers
and
representatives- of the Cowell
Health Center Birth Control
Clinic.
Literature
will
be
available
on
contraception,
venereal disease, and abortion.
An art festival is also being
planned. Persons interested in
creating imaginative sketches
depicting male and female
physiolocy are specially invited
to participate in a "draw-in."
These drawings will be used by
FOCAS speakers throughout the
year.

Over one thousand delegates
will be present as the UOP hosts
the 23rd session of the Far West
Conference of MUN.
The conference will take
place April 11-14 at the
Sacramento Civic Auditorium.
At least 80 schools will be
represented in eluding junior
colleges,
colleges,
and
universities, some from as far
east as Kansas and as far north
as Alaska.
UOP will be acting as
secretariate in the conference

which means that those Pacific
students taking place will be
responsible for organizing the
entire session. It is the
secretariates job to fill all the
positions in the session which
means that fifty or more students
will have to participate.
The secretariate is divided
into
two
branches;
the
substantive branch and the
administrative branch. In the
substantive branch there are
four major committees in which
all issues of the UN are handled.
The general assembly, the
security council, the eco-soc
(econonmic
and
social
committee) and a mock session
of the international court of
justice are part of the
substantive branch. It is in this
branch that most of the people
will participate.
The administrative branch
of the Secretariate is the work
and organization of
the
conference. This branch consists
of civil servants who make sure
everything is in order and that all
delegates have everything they
need. Transportation and
housing are a few of the
necessities that this branch will
handle.

necessities that this branch will
handle.
Each school that is present,
represents one or two countries
and all countries have a seat in
the general assembley. Jack
Coward, a" UOP grad student,
will be acting as secretary
general of the assembly.
In preparing himself for this
high position, Coward spent the
last month of August back in New
York at the UN. While there, he
was able to meet the secretary
general and also obtain
important
deocuments
and
experience to help him fulfill his
role this April. He was able to
look at the UN in a more realitic
The professors teaching at
Dr. Steven Obrebski, a
way which will be important
the Pacific Marine Station delve research associate at the Pacific
when he is chief administrator of
into many types of research. Two Marine Station has also received
MUN.
of the professors have been a research grant. The purpose of
This will be the first time for
awarded research grants for his study will be to determine the
UOP in hosting an MUN
their projects.
effects of certain parasites on the
conference. Pacific has played a
Dr. Victor Loosanoff, a population of two small but
large role in MUN since it began
marine biologist for forty years, abundant species of clams. This
23 years ago and has a reputation
originally from Russia, has involves sampling from field
M2I
of being one of the most
Students
attending
received a National Science populations to obtain various
productive schools in the Far
football games this year
Foundation grant to determine if biographic
data
on
the
West conference.
anatt must have a "ticket. Tickets
the spawning behavior of oysters parasites and their hosts.
Dr. Raitt of the political
iousi] are free and available at
is related to definite phases of the
Obrebski is interested in the
y the ticket office in the
science department at UOP is
moon. He is also interested in the evolutionary
approach
to
advisor of MUN. He holds a
Tieri Athletic
Department
utilization of inland seas like studying ecological phenomena
formulative
position in the
on
the
soffe beginning
Puget Sound, Humboldt Bay, and has been on the staff at the
establishment
of the session and
Wednesday preceding the
Bodega Bay and Chesapeake marine station since 1970.
is also one of the leading
game. An ASUOP card
Bay in producing enormous
authorities in the conference.
must be presented to get a
amounts of foodstuffs.
Bangla Desh Dinner
To host an MUN session, the
ticket.
Dr. Loosanoff explained that
A fund raising dinner for
school must promise a two year
This
week
only
most of the research for this Bangladesh will be held on
committment which means that
students may get their
current project was compiled Monday, October 2, in honor of
it must take an active part in the
Professor
Nathan
Cogan
tickets the night of the
during the many years he worked Father Michael Doheny at the
wants
teachers,
parents, session prior to the one it will be
game at the Will Call booth
in the Long Island area. He Casa Manana Inn, 3700 N. Sutter
administrators and advanced responsible for.1
next to the stadium. After
served as director of the US (466-4046).
Last year, MUN was held in
students
to attend his "National
this tickets will be available
Marine Biological Laboratory at
The cost is $10 per couple. Forum and Workshop in Seattle in which students from
Wednesday-Friday
Milford, Conneticut for 31 Reservations can be made by
Innovative Methods and Ideas UOP played an important role.
preceding the game only.
years and was also senior sending a check to the Casa for the Classroom, K-12."
This way they will have had
scientist of the US Bureau of Manana Inn or to Paul
running the
Thirty dollars and a three- experience in
Fisheries until 1965.
Fairbrooks on campus.
page paper will give participants conference when the time comes.
Also before the session in
one semester unit of extension
April
many practice sessions will
credit. Auditors must pay ten
dollars to attend and both groups be held all over the Far West
pay a five dollar fee for conference to prepare everyone
We have the cheapest prices in town.
for the final production.
registration after Octover 1.
Any size, type, or color available.
When asked how the Pacific
The forum begins at 4 pm on
Friday, Ov v qth 8:45 evaluation MUN would be Mike Silber,
address.
another active UOP studnet in
National figures in education this program stated that because
as well as UOP experts will they had nine months left to
direct
the workshops and prepare, "It is like childbirth and
we hope that our child comes out
discussions.
in order and with all his parts."

Professors Net Grants

New Methods
in Education

Had A Good Rug Lately?

( (

ihe carpet Corner

0:0

What should be my goal?"

"Wisdom from God's word and common
sense should be your goals for they will fil
you with living energy."
Proverbs 3:21

Stockton Covenant Church
The College Centered Church
4 blocks South of Delta and UOP
1720 Oxford Way
464-5160

540 N. Union 464-5707
Corner Park St.

College Bible classes-Sunday 9:45 am
College Rap and Fellowship-Sunday 8:15 pm
Seminar (5 classes)-Wednesday 7-8:30 pm
SUNDAY WORSHIP-i/sVs AM
Sunday Body Life Service-7 pm
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The Editor's Page
The
primary function
of any news
publication is to
i ne primary
iunenun ^
.

news What
paper acicu^
selects ^
to print and the way
wnat the
tne papei
„i
Davis, however, insisted that simply reassured me of their the news,
, ,i i
nhoraptprnf that nar
serving alcohol, even to those support and insisted that we go it
it is
is presented reveal the tone and character of that pap

Dear Editor,

whether the final
product
Llllctl pi
ouuvc is to
— be sensational or mo
over 21, would be contrary to
• a
„ policy determined
HotDrminpH by
n\7 tthe
no <
Re. "Sisters Reach Out," University policy. Further, she ahead with the party, overriding aggressive or passive, is
Davis'
decision.
The Pacifican, 22 September read to me a lengthy excerpt
The difficulty in operating any newspaper, espei
This was not the answer I
1972.
. i•
„•
_ •
i^^.4-inrf
pnnfpnt Hnw tn m
from the California State Penal was looking for. Clearly, ASUOP weekly publication,
is selecting
news content.
How to m
The editor reserves the Code, Section 247-6894.
interesting,
researching
current
news, and linl
shrugged their responsibility to news
reseai cuius
right to ... cease publication ...
:i~i ~ into ar-. relevant
ytnlmront theme
thpmp that
eh mi
The reason for this letter is to
as
a
vehicle
of many events as possible
that shou
with subjects believed to have call to your attention the act
communication
between c o n c e r n to the reader is (or should be) the task of the
been exhausted."
amazing lack of communication
6
a
d
i
n
i
s t r fr- newspaper staff,
h
f
which I discovered to exist
was left standing alone with the
F o r t h e g e r e a s o n s > t h a t the reader be informe
Robert A. Anderson
between the Dean's office and
S1
n
y
in
my
hand s eXmg
°
Pacifican will adopt a new style and tone this coming
campus groups in general.
I feel one of the essential
The following day I met with Concentrating on areas of interest and issues sped
responsibilities of the Dean's Dean Williams, Dean of Men, to aimed at evaluating the University Community in wh
office to serve as a vital link obtain his opinion of the live, The Pacifican itself will be judged by its performs
Dear Sir:
between to student's needs and situation. After some discussion, this task. #
feelings, and those of the he expressed unofficially that he
Researched news stories, follow-up, and analyses
Re the attached clipping administration. Allow me to
was
sympathetic
with
our
events
give meaning to news items. The common practi<
from today's issue of The show how a break-down in
position and realized the many use a shotgun, where a rifle is required to hit the marl
Panhcan (Smallwood Appointed communication effects this.
conti adictions involved. I in turn Pacifican by revising its future content and direction, he
LIP Director), does Mr.
At our first encounter, Davis expressed
AKL and ASUOP s b e c o m e , h a t r j f , e Qf „ e w s a c c u r a c y w i t h i n , h e U n j v
Smallwood have a first name?
literally denied that she had any feelings and informed him of our
knowledge of the fact that at the decision to go through with the Community.
William R. Hughes
majority of campus parties, party as planned. He offered no
Starting October 13 The Pacifican will thematicall
including those of the dorms, resistance and as far as I was together those issues it feels are most relevant t
alcohol
was
consumed. concerned the matter was University Community.
She stated that in her opinion the dropped.
The first issue, entitled The Newspaper Issue, will
fraternities on campus were by
Ironically, however, the directly with student college newspapers in all itslaspec
Dear Karen:
far the biggest violators, but no following day I again received a celebrate National Newspaper Week. We hope to
party which she had ever message to see Williams.
Two weeks ago, I innocently approved engaged in such Evidently, he had received word ourseleves inside out and expose the real guts of a newsj
walked into the Dean's office. As activities. Davis further stated from higher up to put an end to both as a functioning media as well as an art-form
Week > 0 c t o b e r 20 > i s d ^igne
Social Chairman of Alpha Kappa that the only reason the Alcoholic this radical scheme planned"by
directly involve the University Community and allow
Lambda my intention was to seek Beverage Commission had not AKL and ASUOP.
University approval of our closed down on these fraternities
So why was the party get involved with the print media process. This issu
traditional September open- up to now was because of a lack of cancelled three days before it consist of those talents and creative techniques outsit
campus party, Le Vin Rouge manpower on the Commission.
was to take place? It was because immediate realm of The Pacifican.
Cafe.
Instead of admitting that I finally realized that this faulty
In our Student Politics Issue scheduled for October
Traditionally, it has been there was a problem of drinking communication system was
anticipate
an in-depth research and evaluation of AS
AKL's intentions that an open- alcohol on campus and asking for getting me nowhere. The
According
to the ASUOP Constitution, "The Direc
campus party would provide a AKL's cooperation in the matter, administration
had
been
cultural
experience
and she implied that drinking just did disregarding the real issue. Student Communications," who is the Editor-in-Chief
secondly, would breakdown the not happen. Therefore, "the Their only aim was to have the student newspaper, "shall maintain an adequate syst
barriers that traditionally exist party will just have to be party cancelled and not to face information distribution for. the Associated Stu
between the Greek houses and cancelled."
mug standing problem.
government in order to facilitate better communation bet
the long,
problem.
the general campus.
I hat same evening I
the membership of the Associated Stude
Because AKL understood the
Earlier, ASUOP support had informed ASUOP of the
w
en
e
University ~s «nviiiiua,
dilemma, liuwever,
however,
deavor to search out where your student funr
been solicited and formal situation. They were, like we decided to cooperate in the
US
approval of the event was myself, upset and amazed at matter by cancelling our plans. svs tprr) >d h Sr WGl1 3S t0 P0int out the student goverr
granted by them. The only Davis position. More important,' But our decision was selfish in system its deterents and its attributes and to include
future designs as the student center,
remaining factor was to obtain however,
was
AUUOP's one sense - we hoped that through
approval from the Dean's office. response when I asked for their our cooperation the deans would
Upon meeting with Dean help in resolving the difficulty. re-evaluate their method of national, state Vnd ^ocaf^^
Davis, Dean of Women, she Simply stated, they informed me communicating with campus
§P
'^Our^cTusT McrG?,vern and President Nifon
informed me that I could not not to worry about Davis' groups and the
p Cluster College Issue due for publicatior
University's
receive University approval for approval and to go ahead with the unrealistic
attitude
toward
any event serving a alcoholic party as schelduled.
serving alcohol.
cluster college system a new opti<
the liberal art*
beverges on campus. I informed
Here, I believe, is a striking
For anyone working with the
her that our intentions were to example of the breakdown in the dean s office in regards to
the traduSS S S S f f l f '
'
serve only those adults over 21 communication
network Planning parties it is going to be a
and that a wide variety of non between ASUOP and the Dean's long year.
alcoholic beverges would be office. Instead of attempting to
Signed,
served.
resolve the conflict, ASUOP
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Karen Welz

guest sDorfs°^y SSUc f°r December 1 will include poter
Zyberg The Panif- Senat°r Cranston and Assembly
All student and faculty toward the University efforts hnational ecology eff<
t0ckton and aIso at
members are encouraged to marine station at Dillon Beach^

express their views in the letters
to the editor section. Letters may
be mailed or brought to: The
UOP sfn\f d f i°° r N 0 I t h Hal1 ' Stockton, California 95204
AH letters must be 250 words
or less, typewritten and doublem u s t b e deluded
anH^ j
and all letters must be signed.
Ion
Pacifican will not print
letters which are libelous or fn
poor taste. The editor reserves
the right to edit or cut letters to
conform to space limitations and
to cease publication on letters
dealing with subjects believed t?
have been exhausted.
i
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" | Marine Station

mtltS
I
Undergraduate
Studies
Increased
0
roehouf

Located on the shore of however, Dr. W. Michael Kaill, course on invertebrate zoology.
Bodega
Bay some 40 miles north assistant professor of biology on
In addition, there will be
(
)er
of San Francisco is the UOP the UOP Stockton campus, will opportunities for undergraduate
Ai
Marine Station. Within a radius be residing at Dillon Beach and research work, independent
>de
*al
of
one mile from the station there his primary duties will include study projects and the use of an
e%
are
exposed and sheltered rocky expanding the program to oceangoing
research vessel
By
DENISE
CARTER
ckiij
shores and sandy beaches, mud undergraduate
students
which
is
42
feet
long and about 15
a ; , One of the first goals of the Women's Lib Movement is to cultivate flats, shores of boulders and
interested in ecology and marine feet wide called the Califia.
females
the
desire
to
use
their
highest
potential
academically
The
kin
pebbles, salt and brackish biology.
statistics will exhibit the reason why there is concern in this
'ldbe| f<Rowing
marshes, fresh water ponds and
Dr. Kaill will teach a class on
a*ea.
Most of the work is geared
5 ent
streams, sand dunes, fossil beds behavioral ecology, which he for the upper division biology
t
In the area of First-professional Degrees (requiring at least six
and old Indian camp sites.
likes to think of as viewing the majors. Projects for the year
ri * d'TL %% W6re conferred t0 men and a disturbing 4% to women
The marine station, operated behavior of fish in their natural include: Ongoing study of the
a. 1) -Rales again
crossed the finishline strongly
62% of
,
~ ' o v as they
u i c , y ireceived
c t
by UOP, has historically been surroundings rather than in a sea biology of the fish communities
•> yea aster s Degrees and females staggered in with 38%.
used
chiefly be graduate water tank. Dr. James Blake and in the area; Working with
ificalt , J The statistics appear more cataclysmic in the area of Doctorate
students, visiting scholars and Dr. William Gladfelter, also of Tomales
Bay
fishermen
ichi 11. igrees. 88% of the degrees were conferred to men and a mere 12%
research scientists. This year, the marine staff, will conduct a regarding movements of perch
re awarded to women, (statistics from US Department of HEW)
ry
ince
and fishing techniques: Tagging
It is probable, therefore, that perhaps these statistics have
sharks
to learn the size of the
mething to say concerning our culture. Therefore, it is pertinnent to
of it
shark population where they go
k
'What
cultural
influences
cause
women
to
avoid
high
ce is
5
hievement?"
and how far they range; Studying
The Anderson Y Cinema is
k. Tt
Communityinvolvementis
an
the feeding habits of sharks and
The most outstanding reason that females are in the minority in
another valuable service offered important function of the Y. A rays to determine their effect on
'Pes
eas
sim
a
f
«
P'y matter of the expectations that society places
ersi v each sex. Our society clearly labels each sex with a particular role. to students by the Y. A different tutoring program currently in oysters, clams and other fish;
film is shown each week. The progress is recruiting students Studying the ecology of the rock
Society demands that the man be the breadwinner of the family
films are shown free at 6:30 and 9 who are willing to offer their jetty of breakwater at Bodega
y lit ijd to achieve this, he must have a career. Because a man knows that
pm on Friday, Saturday, and services to high school, Bay to view the early stages of
o a .i must fill the role of breadwinner to be socially acceptable, he Sunday evenings in the Anderson
elementry
school,
and marine
Kl
all
life
such
as
'
> enters an educational institution with a serious attitude.
Lecture Hall.
handicapped students of the commercially important rock
' cause his reason for attending college is a career, his incentive for
For the outdoorsman the Y is Stockton Community. Don't let fish.
it-suing a complete education is heightened.
tenatively scheduling a pack feelings of inadequacy deteryou.
Approximately
four
On the other hand, the female in our culture is urged to be the
i lendent partner and she is taught that her place is in the home. She trip. The date now set is the All prospective tutors will attend undergraduate students are
s mlortunately informed that a "true" woman finds fulfillment in weekend of the 6th, 7th, and 8th of . an orientation program before scheduled to spend the fall
October. It will probably be in they are sent out to teach.
semester at the station, Kaill
£ 'ing for her husband and familv-not through a career.
The Y also offers a Big explained, and he is hopeful that
d i
Society promotes the idea of a woman discontinuing her the Dodge Ridge area. People
)U! location when she gets married. The unbelievable truth is that with cars are encouraged to help Brother/Big Sister program to additional UOP students will be
provide transportation.
For the community. Townspeople interested in spending the spring
wi > lety condones and urges a woman to attend college to earn her MD
more
imformation,
contact
the can contact the Y and request semeter at Dillon Beach.
"oughf6 degree) and graduate with her PHT (putting hubby Y.
that a UOP student act as a Big
As Dr. Gladfelter puts it,
The Y is designed to serve Brother or Sister to an "The marine station is ideally
Inherent in the idea of a woman earning a Doctorate Degree are
i se results: a substantial income and prestige. Considering the fact you but depends upon your underprivilaged child. Students suited for research in coastal
h it a man feels he should be the superior partner in a relationship, a support. Student participation is are needed to further establish waters and can comfortably
Li -cessful woman will have her chances of getting married greatly its backbone. If you want to start these programs in the Stockton
handle classes of 15 to 20
i'uced. Why should a woman risk placing herself in a socially a program or have ideas for the community. If you are interested students. It is an excellent
of
existing inquire at the Y.
ersed situation which will make it more difficult for her to find a improvement
opportunity for undergraduates
The Y provides guidance to do independent research and
I i rriage partner? The woman's motivation for higher education is programs, or if you would simply
like to become involved in any of programs for students. Draft and become well-acquainted with
- un minimized.
To further repel the female from higher education, the female is the Y's activities, tell it to the Y. pregnancy counseling are marine life. One can actually
available for instance. On work like a marine biologist." As
de to leel guilty if she attempts to surpass certain standards of They are eager to listen.
Monday evenings from 7 to 10 pm in UOP's other study programs
a< uevement and she is condemned by being labeled abnormal.
The Anderson Y is a a lawyer is available for such as India and Costa Rica, the
W men will not seek to reach their highest potential academically
student/commuity
service counseling and will answer any student will gain first hand
Lit ilr il it becomes socially acceptable.
Women must realize that they owe it to themselves to reach their center under the direction of Dan questions a student might have experience.
p. ii hest potential in every segment of life. Society must learn that it is Bava. The Y coordinates many concerning legal matters.
The Graduate Record
For the musicians on
i" w; sting a lar§e percentage of its brainpower and creativity. Our first programs both on and off campus
Examinations Program is
g< il must be to cease handing down destructive stereotypes in regard all of which are initiated by an campus who are faced with the
offering a fee waiver for
c 10 yomen, what women should or can do, and let them develop as all-student cabinet. For those widespread problem of no
interested in taking part in equipment and no place to jam,
1972-73, limited to senior
Jifiplligent human beings.
cabinet activities, contact Dan the Y offers a rather unique
students
receiving
Bava in his office at the Anderson program known as the Music
financial aid. For further
1
Y Center.
information, contact the
Union.
Dean of The Graduate
School, Dr. Otis H. Shao, in
Knoles Hall.
n*!)i

LN

Anderson Y: From A-Z

(hmint mid Charming
Pure Nostalgia

If you need your picture
taken for a new ID card, you
must be at the ASUOP office on
Wednesday, October 4th, or
Thursday, October 5th.
Pictures will be taken from 811 am and 5-7 pm.
Validation of old ID cards
will also be on the same
Wednesday and Thursday.
Library cards are necessary
for validation at both the 7:309:30 am and the 5-7 pm times.

{Bourbon Street]
Liquors
<
I

| LIQUORS
I WINES
1 MIXES
I
KEG BEER

ICE
j3826 WEST LANE 464-31
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Blue Lake Project Gains Recognition
One of the unique things
about the Blue Lake project was
that according to the conditions
of
the
National
Science
Foundation Grant, the project
had to be directed and run by
undergraduate
students,
although graduates could
participate.
The director of the project
was Mary Van Buskirk who
made the proposal and received
the NSF grant under the Student
Originated Studies program. Dr.
Kail served as an advisor and the
other four UOP students were
Jackie Agee, Dwight Gennings,
Mark Miller and Steve Hays.

Blue Lake was ecologically
valuable to study because it is a
natural lake and not man-make.
Also, becuase it is practically a
closed system with no tributaries
and few out-lets, it is relatively
easy to study.
Three perspectives were
taken
by
the
student
researchers. One group studied
plankton and other life forms, a
chemistry team analyzed the
water quality and the third group
took on the physiography, which
is a study of soil and essentially
how nutrients could be getting
into the lake and from what
sources.

Too many nutrients result in
dead lake like Lake Erie.
Nitrates and phosphates are
examples of nutrients that cause
too much algae to be produced.
When this happens, the oxygen is
taken up and this prevents other
types if life from flourishing in
the particulare lake.
The process of
these
nutrients being put in the lake i£
called "enrichment". The
purpose of the Blue Lake project
then was to determine the
natural state of Blue Lake and
to try and see if it was undergoing
enrichment.

State Scholars

The study began June 16 and
ended August 25 with the
coficlusion that while Blue Lake
is undergoing enrichment, it is
not over-fertilized to the extent of
causing it to be a dead lake..
While the
research is
complete now, there are still the
final reports to get in. It looks as
though UOP will be gaining
positive recognition by the
efforts of our student ecologists.
The California Fish and Game
department has become quite
interested in the results of the
project as well as many others.

Deadline for ap
to the State Scholarsh
Loan Commission,
Street,
Sacramenti
November 20. Appli
with a 3.0 grade av
and a combined S/
1,000 plus have a
chance of being n
semi-f.nalists.
Financial need i,
other
factor
w
determinesqualifica
for these scholars
Donald Smiley of the
Financial
Aid
o
estimates approxim;
575 Pacific students wi
recipients
of
S
Scholarships.

Deposit $MOO with
Central Bank for
one year and
we'll give you
this
racing bike
as interest
right now
Wheelized interest? That's
what we mean, all right. Be
cause now, for a limited time
at Central Bank, when you de
posit $1,100and agree to leave
it in the bank for one year,
we'll give you this deluxe 10speed racing bike, in lieu of
the first year's interest. And
we'll give it to you in advance!
This 10-speed racer is available
in metallic yellow or white, has
27-inch wheels, racing type cal
iper brakes, drop style handle bar,
and kickstand.
You'll be healthier pedalllog away at America's fastest
growing recreational activity... and year after year your
bank account will get healthier as Central Bank continues to
pay the highest bank interest allowed by law For more infor
mahon call or drop by the Centra. Bank officenearesyou and take

Central Bank
32 Offices serving northern and centra/ Cafifoi

Member Federaf Oeposrt

Co*CK<*on\
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S;'^ow the Other Halt Loves"

%
Ni
Infidelity, Humor and Talent Calaveras
Calendar

I

J4

t

Ca«ts

BY TED SNYDER

Did you ever hear that very
SOojf irrjy joke about the wife who
'bie. cfc^ie home unexpectedly and
iid her husband in bed with the
thjty sitter
Well, if you haven't, then be
it to drop by the DeMarcus
1 r wn Theatre this weekend
the
UOP
drama
J'Op ifere
fioi e artment will be presenting its
of Alan
'tely njl performance
kbourn's
carnival
of
II be
tat'ilif delity, HOW THE OTHER
LF LOVES"
The show, which opened last
v e kend, is not an easy one to
p 'c luce.
The
script
itself
i: v lives a number of staging
culties. Ayckbourn asks us,
f r.< ; of all, to accept the existence
two separate living areas
i ti rtwined to become one, and
t ie i to follow two simultaneous
s ;t of action as they jump over
e k h other, leapfrog style, for out
a ;t ntion.
This makes it necessary for
to contrive countless exits
n entrances and leaves the
v. irver visually feeling, at
n es, as if he has just watched a
ted game of ping-pong. This
si makes it difficult for
y :kbourn to build the kind of
o lie tension he needs

ScLftSTlA

Friday, September 29
Film: There was a Crooked Man, Anderson, 6:30 and 9pm.
Play: How the Other Half Loves, Rotunda, 8pm.
Musical: Dames at Sea, Stockton Civic Theatre, 8:30pm.
Rock Musical: Godspell, Geary Theatre, 771-4858, 8:30pm
Art Exhibition: Carter Page Smith, tie-dyes, Burns Tower, 7pm.
Saturday, September 30
How the Other Half Loves, Rotunda, 8pm.
Dames at Sea, Civic Theatre, 8:30pm.
Dance: The Coming of Man, Callison, 9pm.
Art Exhibition: Bob Mullen, Wood lacquered placques, Pioneer
Museum, 1:30pm.
Sunday, October 1
Director, Dr. Sy Kahn and section of the house. Also at
his excellent, well balanced cast anotherpoint in the show a
overcame most of the difficulties character ran offstage and
with
smooth,
consistent continued for what presumably
professionalism. The production, must have been at least a city
imported
intact
from this block and re-entered, to our
summer's Fallon House Theatre surprise, as fresh as a daisy.
repertory, was something-for
Sets by Bonnie Burns and
everyone patchwork quilt, costumes by Jill Peterson
mixing in everything from high defined and complimented the
stylization
to
extreme characters and their respective
naturalism.
domestic lives effectively and
Dr. Kahn's staging, as in with creativity.
past shows, was excellent. There
All in all it is a show that is
was an exception, however, well worth attending, simple for
during the dinner scene when two the entertaining, delightful fun of
characters were blocked almost seeing exactly "How the Other
completely from the right-center Half Loves".

Mm 2000

4-channel compact,

complete with 4 speakers

The MQ2000 is a complete four-channel music center.
The automatic turntable is Perpetuum Ebner's Model 2032.
The speakers are Sansui's exciting new ASIOO two-way acoustic-suspension
designs.

Closing performances of Godspell at the Geary, 3 and 7:30pm.
Film: Crooked Man, Anderson, 6:30 and 9pm.
Movie: Love Story on television, 9pm.
Monday, October 2
Cat Stevens, Berkeley Community Theatre, 6 and 9pm.
John Birch speaker: Charles E. Smith, President's Dining Room,
Tuesday, October 3
Godspell opens at the Marines Memorial Aud., 8:30pm.
Wednesday, October 4
Santana, Tower of Power at Winterland, 8pm.
Dionne Warwick closes at Harrah's at Tahoe.
Speaker: Aileen Hernandez, NOW, Civic Auditorium, 8pm.
Thursday, October 5
Santana, Tower of Power at Winterland, 8pm.

Comic Strips Wanted
Jules
Feiffer's
Little
Murders is a black comedy about
society and where it's going. It
takes place in New York and set
designer Bonnie Burns chose to
wall paper the set with comic
strips.
This production, directed by
the theatre's technical director,
Darrell
Persels, will open
October 20. Persels is excited
about the show because it is so
"gimmicky."
There are lots of special
problems to be worked out and
the campus community can help
by bringing their comic strips
(perferably the entire page) to
the shop on the second floor of the
Rotunda.
The cast includes: Mike
Bordeaux, Allison Barnwell,
Alex Citron, Paggy Hummes,
and Dennis Jones who compose
the main family, with Ted
Snyder, Jim Kelley, and Vince
Brown playing three hysterical
vignettes.

Laurie Gillespie, Lester
Coambs, Sara Kauffman, Frank
Jacobs, Fern Tracy, and Donald
Gregory complete the cast as an
assorted strange cluster of
wedding quests.

Auditions for
European Tour
Sign-ups for the auditions of
the European Tour Show are
being taken on the second floor of
the Rotunda.
Auditions will commence on
Monday October 23 at 7 pm. They
will consist of two readings
(which needn't be memorized),
one comic and one tragic.
Totalled together the readings
may not run more than four
minutes.
These try-outs are open only
to drama majors or people who
have been involved with
productions at Pacific or Fallon
House.

IH11—
= LARGE HAMBURGER =
•Willi

VALUABLE COUPON

with onion rings or Fries and

soft

drink.

4227 Pacific Ave.

IN MARENGO CENTER

6130 Pacific Ave.

477-0082

—^d ^r Oc+6

BIG SYD'S DRfVF-IN

65 s
A*7 Q
478-9471
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Tigers to Face Montana
Pacific's
travel-weary
Pacific drove 80 yards in 13
football team will finally have a plays in the fourth period for the
game on home grounds when it winning score. True got the
battles the University of touchdown on a seven yard run.
Montana Grizzlies in Pacific On that drive he had 29 yards and
Memorial Stadium at 7:30pm.
freshman quarterback Bruce
Both teams are 1-2 and both Keplinger 33 yards, including
are coming off wins last week. two bursts of 13 yards.
Pacific beat Texas El-Paso, 1914,
The Tigers opened the
while the Grizzlies pounded scoring in the first quarter when
Northern Arizona, 40-17. Last Harrell broke loose for a 62 yard
year Pacific recorded its first scoring romp. Mark Pash kicked
win of the season over Montana the extra point and also added
after going 0-6.
two field goals later in the half.
After facing a tremendous The
Miners
scored
two
passing offense last week, the touchdowns to take a 14-13 halfTigers this week will have to stop time lead.
a strong running attack.
"We really needed the
Montana runs a wishbone option victory," said UOP head coach
offense and used it well as it Chester Caddas, "especially
accumulated 440 ground yards after the first two games (losses
against NAU.
to Washington and LSU). It was
Quarterbacking
the the first time in a long while that
Grizzlies is Rock Svennungsen. the offense carried us."
His passing statistics are
unimpressive but the heart of the
Montana offense is the run. Top
ball-carriers are Sparky Kottke,
Jim Olson, and John Stark.
Against Texas El-Paso last
week the backfield combination
of Mitchell True and Willard
Harrell performed up to pre
season hopes as Harrell ran for
118 yards and True 74 as Pacific
beat the Miners, 19-14.

Cross Country
Looks Better
UOP's cross country team,
this year coached by Dr. James
Santomeir, will officially start its
season this Saturday in Reno at
the Nevada Cross Country
Carnival. Returning to the squad
from last year
will be
Mathyas Michael, second place
finisher
at
the
PCAA
Championships, and Hohn
Caldwell, the team's most
consistent
runner.
Michael,
however, presently is out of
action with an injured knee and
will be a doubtful starter at Reno
this weekend.
Also back on the team this
year are Kirk Manness and Les
Anderson. Manness for the first
time has put in a full summer of
tunning and Coach Santomeier
expects him to help out
considerably.
Likewise,
Anderson spent the spring
running in Costa Rica and should
be a fierce competitor by midseason. New on the team this
year is senior Dave Wight, who
should also be an additional aid to
the team's performance.
According to Santomeier
the joggers are presently
running 85 to 90 miles per week.
Because of this conditioning
Santomier is hopeful for a good
season. Last year, the team was
last in the PCAA conference
Santomier expects to be in the top
three this season.
On the team's roster this
year is the Northern California
Invitational which Pacific will be
hosting here in Stockton on
October 7. Among the teams to be
participating wil be Stanford
San Diego State, Sac State, and
Lai State, Hayward.

Swimmerettes
Opening Splash
By RAYMOND POLICAR
The prospects for a very
bright season for UOP's women's
swim team became very much
apparent
after the team's
practice meet with Delta College
last Friday, according to Coach
Meyer. With the first meet
coming on Monday October 2,
with Sacramento City College,
Coach Meyer was very pleased
with the girls times against
Delta. She singled out Sandy
Wheaton, Dena Fracolli, Marsha
Squibb, Sally Van Dyke, and
Debbie
Anderson
with
exceptionally good times for this
early in the season. Coach Meyer
is extremely enthused over the
caliber and versatility of her
swimmers and says that their
success depends on just how hard
they want to work at it.

Pacific Sports
Friday, Sept. 29
WATER POLO, vs. Chico State, at UOP ,

4

PM

Saturday, Sept. 30
FOOTBALL, vs. Montana, Pacific Memorial Stadium, 7:30 j
SOCCER, vs. Chico State, Chico, 2 pm WATER POLO,
vs. San Jose State, at UOP , 2:30 pm CROSS COUNTRY, at I
Cross Country Carnival, Reno

Tuesday, Oct. 3
WATER POLO , VS. Wyoming, at UOP, 10 am WATER POl
Brigham Young Univ., at UOP, 4 pm

Wednesday, Oct. 4
SOCCER, vs. San Francisco, at UOP, 3:30 pm WATER POLO, <
Francisco, at UOP, 3:30 pm
SOCCER, vs. Stanford, UOP Stadium, JV-6 pm, Varsity, 8 pi
Thursday, Oct. 5
San Francisco State, at SF State

The Cash

of 73

Student BankAmericard®
handy for every-day expenses,
great for emergencies.
And College Plan Checking
Account—one of the easiest-to-use

§

iXSV„r~onn,9y sToTper monlh „

BANKOF AMERICA Oj

w,lh a zero balance-and you gel unlimited cheTIrtan^'if™ '£? dUr'n9 ,he s™™r-even
Join the cash of '73.
rnonthly statements.)
Only at:
Pacific-Harding Office, 1661 Pacific Avenue

BANK OF AM ERICA NTiSA • MEMBER t
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We invited a few friends for dinner
and they helped clean up the Genesee River.
With the aid of a few thousand pounds of microorga
nisms, we're helping to solve the water pollution problem in
Rochester. Maybe the solution can help others.
What we did was to combine two processes in a way
that gives us one of the most efficient water-purifying sys
tems private industry has ever developed.
One process is called "activated sludge," developed
by man to accelerate nature's microorganism adsorption.
What this means is that for the majority of wastes man can
produce, there is an organism waiting somewhere that will
happily assimilate it. And thrive on it.
The breakthrough came when Kodak scientists found
a way to combine the activated sludge process with a trickling
filter process and optimized the combination.
We tested our system in a pilot plant for five years.

(At Kodak, we were working on environmental improvement
long before it made headlines.) And the pilot project worked
so well, we built a ten-million-dollar plant that can purify
36-million gallons of water a day.
Governor Rockefeller called this "the biggest volun
tary project undertaken by private industry in support of
New York State's pure-water program."
Why did we do it? Partly because we're in business to
make a profit-and clean water is vital to our business. But in
furthering our own needs, we have helped further society's.
And our business depends on society.
We hope our efforts to cope with water pollution will
inspire others to do the same. And, we'd be happy to share
our water-purifying information with them. We all need clean
water. So we all have to work together.

Kodak

More than a business.
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CIP Continues Despite Cut-bock
from page 1
involved with community based
groups such as the Neighborhood
Improvement Association, the
Community Centers, etc.
CIP is also being developed
through KUOP FM, which will be
broadcasting several programs
focusing on community groups.
Smallwood sees the dis
semination of information as a
basis for begining to break down
some of the barriers that exist
between UOP and the general
community.
Because of lack of overall
funds in the University due to
low^r rpaistratinn CIP's budget

CORA
Assembly
Openings
BY JILL SULLIVAN

has been cut from last year.
Smallwood stated "Even if the
program was overfunded last
year, we can not build a quality
program at the budget level that
we are now funded at." CIP has
been looking to other sources of
money for their particular needs.
Presently they hiave a budget
request for $16,000 pending with
the ASUOP Senate.
Last year, over 50 of students
that used CIP's tutorial services
were non-CIP students, so that
the whole concept of CIP being
strictly for CIP students is not an
accurate concept. "This is one of
the services that CIP would like
to continue because it begins to
break down some of the barriers
that exist between CIP and nonCIP
students."
stated
Smallwood.
Smallwood feels that the
focus on education should not be
on CIP students alone. The
program is important to the
University for several reasons.
First of all, there is the
economic reason. The University
now has three and one half
million dollars of state and
federal funds which it could not
have had if it had remained a

private institution with no
concern
for
community
development. The CIP program
allows the University the avenue
of seeking state and federal
funds.
According to Smallwood, the
University's arm out into the
community has always been
limited. "Now, we are finally
starting to get different
responses from the community
in reference to services that the
University can provide.
"He feels CIP can be most
beneficial to the community
providing it is academically
sound and provides a better focus
on the type of people that are on
the UOP campus.
Smallwood believes it is
much more important to develop
a "quality" program than it is to
increase the program in its
overall numbers. Therefore he
doesn't forsee an increase in the
program's level within the next
year. He feels that there are
"several positive things to be
brought out about CIP before
expansion." He also feels itimperative
to maintain a
program that is open to the whole
University campus.

COP is the largest school
within UOP. It wasn't until
last March however, that it had
any organization. At that time
College of the Pacific Association
&COPA? came into existence,
the first student government in
The Pacific water polo team and Cal Poly Pomona.
the history of COP.
COPA
is
primarily will begin a five game home
"For the most part I was
concerned with academic stand this afternoon when it faces pleased with the trip," said coach
matters, serving as a link Chico State at 4 pm in the UOP Bill Rose. "We were closer to
between students, administra pool.
Santa Barbara than the score
Other games this week are shows. They were ahead only 4-3
tion, and faculty. If one has a
complaint or grievance about tomorrow against San Jose State at the half. They're one of the
living conditions or grading pro at 2:30; Tuesday the Tigers have best teams in the country and we
cedures, this is the place to two contests, Wyoming at 10 am played on a par with them for
and Brigham Young University most of the game."
"sound off."
Wpdnesdav the
The budget of COPA comes at 4 nnr
The Occidental game was a
directly from ASUOP funds. opposition is San Francisco frustrating affair for the Tigers.
Each one of us pays an activity State beginning at 3; 30 pm.
It was their third game in 24
Last weekend the Tigers hours. By the middle of the
fee of $75, from this amount $9
is allotted to COPA from each were 2-2 on a four game road trip overtime period the entire first
COP student, These funds then, which saw them lose to UC Santa team had fouled out, and three
arc used to operate an office Barbara and Occidental, and shots in the last ten seconds hit
which is located in Quonset 2, beat San Fernando Valley State the crossbar.
Room A and open to everyone,
Monday through Friday between
the hours of 9am and 5pm.
The
basic
governing
structure of COPA is an
assembly ot eignt student Need extra money? Advertising for Sale^ 15 ft. Catamaran Sailboat!
representatives and three positions available for the Pacifican. with trailer. Like new. $1000 or bestl
Those interested call PeteShepard at offer. See Angus Shorey, 106 Price[
faculty representatives.
464-8742 or come up to 3rd floor North Hall.
O
Each representative serves Hall.
a one year term, with elections
Summer in Vermont? TThink Part time experienced sales girl tn|
being held annually each spring,
Middlebury College. Advanced study
except
for
the
I&
I in French, German, Italian, Russian, work after school and holidays.!
representative. As a member of Spanish. Beginning and advanced Alma's College Shop. 462-5514.
the assembly, the representative [study in Chinese, Japanese. Begin
What good is sitting alone in „m.J
is urged to participate in the work toward the M.A. as an
J^onjv Come hear the music playj
administration of COPA's [undergraduate. Write Room 124, Life is a Cabaret, old chum. Come to|
programs. This administrative Sunderland Language Center, the Cabaret. Cabaret Opens Nov l atl
1
body is known as the Board of Middlebury, Vt. 05753
the mall.
Directors.
The NARAN.IADO
needs
The COPA assembly will be
JforSale: Receiver/amp. 50 watt IHFI
holding elections on October 5 for [ responsible photographers with - 8 ohm air suspension speakers - 8"l
experience. You may work anytime
the Freshman Repre- sentative you wish. We will pay for all ]£•£• 2 -3" tweeters. 1 yr. old. $150.
and
Undecalred
Status necessary supplies. If interested 4.31-0144.
Representative.
People contact Randy Ballard at Delta
considering running for one of Upsilon (462-9502), or at the A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A * |
these seats should pick up PACIFICAN andNARANJADOoffice
statements of candidacy now at thrid floor North Hall.
MINIMUM
theCOPA office,
WANTFD
BOOK
FREAKS:
3 LINES 1 DAY
I DAY
Communication is a two way persons
to contribute short boot
street and for COPA to reviews and notices for a new column
3 LINES
adequately reflect the interests appearing in THE PACIFICAN For
4 LINES
of its constituents it must get further information contact Bill
5 LINES
feedback. Only then can its goals Brown, Math Dept. 946-2377, or Karen
6
LINES
be realized.
Welz THE PACIFICAN 946-2140.

Smith Assumes Positi
shaky. ' 'We need to be able to pull
ourselves
together,"
states
Smith. A confidence building
program is under way.
years has left things a i e
Dr. Smith is also puzzled
with the question of how much of
the freshman curriculum should
be oriented towards overseas
programs. Answers to these and
other questions are currently
being sought by Smith and other
administrators of Callison.
Smith, however is asking
himself basic questions. "Is the
present program one we want to
stay with?" The • college has
recently moved from a strict
program to a guided elective
program. The Provost is thinking
of switching back to the original
pkogram.
One of the problems being
investigated
is
that
of
enrollment, which is presently
200. It is hoped that this number
will soon increase. The freshman
class this year is smaller than

last years' and Smith \y,
encourage students to a)
consider
Callison as
collegiate choice.
Perhaps if more peop](
about the good things hap,
now and that will be happet
Callison under the direct
the new Provost, the
problem would be solved.

Ed.
Note:
Mag,
Hillert's
probe
jt
Callison's Ruben Smi
next week will exami
why there have been (0
different provosts over t
last five years

IFC Rush tables will t
open
to
interests
sophomore, junior, an
senior men until Monda[
October 2.

Water Polo Home This Week

unclassified

ads

By EDWARD JULIUS
ACROSS

1.
7.
12.
14.
16.
17.

22.
23.
24.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
3334.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Narrow Waterway
Mongolian Tribe
Harem
Peaceful
Short Saying
Surroundings
Depression
Chopped Down
Against (abbr.)
Looks At
Greek Giant
Constrictors
Soviet Division
Plan (1924)
European Capital
Indian Seaport
Fuse Together Again
Three-legged Stand
Geometric Angle
Race Horse Type
Vegetable
Fairies
Understand
Check

42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
50.
52#
53.
54.
55-

Recipient of Money
Huntz
German Pronoun
Landed Estate
"Mr. Christian"
Causing Vomiting
Lending a t High Rates
Strauss Opera
Legislators
French City
Death

18.

19.

21.

41. Prevaricates

DOWN
1. British-Indian Soldj
2 . Legal Term
3. Prices
4. Turkish Title 1 Var.
de France
5.
6 . Cheapskate
7. Famous Square
. 8 . Dry
9.
Aviv
1—
0 . Black Cuckoo
11. English Abbey
12. Bank Items
13. Breakfast Dish
15. Swore (slang)
20. Existed
23. Brother of Moses
24. Cries
25. Pointed Arch
27.
. . Cheats
28. Weighty
29. Aspects
30. "Canterbury" Storyte
31. Charm
32. Split
33- Turned Backward
34. Fights
35. Southern Streams
37.
Jacinto
38. Prohibitions
39. Entice
40. Wish Well to
42. Steps
43. West Indies Country
45. Imitate
46. Unit of Weight
48.- Biblical Priest
49. Fielding Character
51. French Number

